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GALLERIES—CHELSEA
PAUL RAMÍREZ JONAS
Two microphones are installed in the gallery (speak into either and your voice fills the room).
One is in front of a picture of the moon, formed by lines of printed text that read “I Create as I
Speak,” a translation of the Aramaic word abracadabra. The second hovers above a clay tablet
stamped with the Pauper’s Oath. Taken together, the pieces can be construed as conveying a
message of hope: times may be tough, but shoot for the moon anyway. The nothing-venturednothing-gained spirit is underscored by a third piece, made in 1995: an airline itinerary issued
to Ferdinand Magellan, for travel from Seville to Santiago de Chile, Manila, Jakarta, Perth,
Johannesburg, and Lisbon. Through May 9. (Gray, 526 W. 26th St. 212-399-2636.)
MATVEY LEVENSTEIN
For centuries, painting adhered to a strict hierarchy—eventually flattened by modernism—with
religious (and, later, historical) subjects reigning supreme, followed by portraiture and
landscape, with still-life on the bottom rung. Levenstein revives the system, only to subvert it
once again. Soft-focus paintings of church interiors, based on photographs he took in Italy,
double as still-lifes: they all feature floral arrangements. The show’s only landscape isn’t really
one at all: trees are relegated to the background of a scene dominated by a vase of peonies on a
table. Amid all the churches, the most numinous image is a portrait of the artist’s sleeping wife,
guarded by a vigilant Chihuahua the same Titian hue as her hair. Through May 9. (Goldston,
530 W. 25th St. 212-206-7887.)
MARY MATTINGLY
Mattingly’s color photographs are sci-fi fantasies of a future in which nomadic figures in
tentlike robes or protective jumpsuits wander through a brave new depopulated world. In several
pictures, these faceless figures (survivors? explorers? lone visionaries?) look out over untouched
vistas—a snowy mountain range, a receding glacier, a choppy sea. But there’s something
elegiac about the landscapes, as if they’re all that’s left of an environment and a civilization that
have been reduced to the contents of the towering cardboard boxes that some of the nomads
(and a life-size sculpture in the gallery) trundle around on their bicycles. Where do we go from
here? Mattingly proposes the Waterpod, an eco-habitat arriving soon at a Manhattan pier.
Through May 23. (Mann, 210 Eleventh Ave., at 24th St. 212-989-7600.)

